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MUSTANGS OVER DIEPPE

British and Canadian squadrons of Army Co-operation Command, flying Mustang
aircraft operated at zero feet over the Dieppe area in the Combined Operations raid.

Their main task was reconnaissance.

There was an almost continuous procession of these aircraft leaving and

arriving from one of the aerodromes, where the pilots reported the state of the

battle to the British and Canadian Army Air liaison officers.

The first pilot over the area described how on arrival he saw the smoke

screen, which looked most effective. He said:-

"Although the Bostons and Blenheims met a considerable amount of

anti-aircraft fire I got the impression that the sudden appearance

of my Mustang took the Hun completely by surprise.

"For two or three minutes I had the sky entirely to myself, but when

they did open fire they gave me everything they’d got.”

Another pilot reported that with the help of a Spitfire he had destroyed a

F.W. 190 which he saw crash on a river bank. He said:-

”I was being chased by four of them when I saw a Spitfire squadron on

patrol, so I weaved round the trees and climbed up towards them.

"Later, I thought I had lost the F.W. 190s and came down to zero feet

again.

"I looked round and found then still on my tail so I gave them two

bursts and saw my bullets strike one of them. Then suddenly a

Spitfire appeared and finished it off with its cannon.”

The primary task of the Mustang is to got information and bring it back

again. Engaging the enemy is a secondary tack. In this case the pilot succeeded

in chasing off the other three F. W. 190s and returned safely to his base.


